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The effect of esthetic consultation methods on acceptance of diastema-closure treatment plan
A pilot study
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FOCAL LENGTH OF THE LENS

**definition:** distance from the optical centre of the lens to the film plane when focused at infinity

focal length of a lens and its corresponding angle of view are two of the most important factors in determining how the subject will be depicted in a photograph.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>£</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canon 1300D (18 MP)</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro lens EF 100mm f2.8</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringflash MR-14EX MK2</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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f2.8 < depth of field and more light

f22 > depth of field but less light
is the sensitivity of the image sensor. The lower the number the less sensitive your camera is to light and the finer the grain.
So we can get the colours as accurate as possible. The range in different temperatures ranges from the very cool light of blue sky through to the very warm light of a candle.
DIGITAL SENSOR SIZE

EOS 5D : Full frame sensor

EOS 1300D : Small sensor
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the new manual of PHOTOGRAPHY
JOHN HEDGECOE : £25
Mastering Digital Dental Photography
Wolfgang Bengel : £120
KEY VIEWS
2. SMILE

• essential for any cosmetic work
• make sure patient displays full smile to assess gingival display
• focus on canine to ensure maximum depth of field
3. RIGHT SMILE

- focus & centre on upper right lateral
4. LEFT SMILE

- focus & centre on upper left lateral
5. ANTERIOR RETRACTED

- teeth slightly apart to show lower incisal edges
- focus on canine to ensure maximum depth of field
• teeth slightly apart to show lower incisal edges
• focus on upper right lateral
7. LEFT RETRACTED

- Teeth slightly apart to show lower incisal edges
- Focus on upper left lateral
8. ANTERIOR CLOSE UP

- focus on the contact point of central incisors
- contraster optional
9. RIGHT CLOSE UP

- focus on upper right lateral
- contraster optional
• teeth slightly apart to show lower incisal edges
• focus on upper right lateral
• remember to warm mirror or use 3:1 air to prevent fogging
12. LOWER OCCLUSAL

- remember to warm mirror or use 3:1 air to prevent fogging
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